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STUDENTS FIGHT FOR CHANGE ON CREDIT CAP
Alaina Bever
Staff Writer
The word graduation brings
to mind images of success,
commemoration, and celebration
with friends and family and peers—an
exciting milestone.
Generally, even students with a
few remaining credits are still able
to walk at graduation and celebrate
with their classmates, and then finish
course requirements in the following
summer or fall quarters.
This year, however, the
administration is making changes
that will limit the exceptions made for
students with outstanding credits. In
previous years, students could walk at
graduation with 18 credits remaining
to complete a degree, but this year the
administration is changing that policy
from 18 to 10 credits, and will only
make exceptions for serious cases.
Essentially, unless a student is
able to complete his or her degree
requirements in the summer quarter
following commencement, that
student will not be able to attend
commencement until the following
June. The number of students who
will be affected by this policy change is
unclear, but Andrew Anderson of the
Registrars office estimates that it will
be about 100 to 125 students.
“The Office of Academic Affairs
feels that this should be a meaningful
ceremony—it should be a ceremony
where students participate who are
very close to graduation; in other
words, within 10 credits,” said Charles
Lawrence, the associate provost for
academic achievement at Seattle U.
“In some sense, the issue is: what is
the meaning and significance of this
ceremony?”
This is an issue that has a long
history of change.
According to Anderson, the Attend
Commencement with Deficiencies
policy was created in 1983. In 2011,
about 200 students were allowed to
NEWS
walk at graduation with outstanding
credit deficiencies.
But many don’t see the policy as fair.
This year, the issue was discussed by
the administration before a decision
was made, but neither the student
body nor student government was
approached about the discussion.
When the announcement about the
policy change was made, students
resisted quickly and in greatnumbers.
The issue is: what
is the meaning and
M significance of this
ceremony? W
Charles Lawrence,
Associate Provost for Academic
Achievement
“We had an overwhelming
response from students,” said Student
Government of Seattle University
(SGSU) President Eric Chalmers,
when asked about the request for
signatures on. a petition to challenge
the policy change. A petition requires
at least 500 electronic signatures
before being brought before the
administration.
“We’ve gotten 660 responses, I think,
on this petition, and all but 10 have
been in agreement with the petition,”
Chalmers said.
There are various reasons why
students seek exceptions to the credit
limit policy. Many are caused by study
abroad, which often requires extra
time to finish course requirements.
Other students have to take time
off during undergraduate years for
hardship withdrawals due to disability
or familyemergency. The students who
are against the change to a 10 credit
limit believe that students should not
be prevented from graduating with
their classmates for such reasons.
Another argument is for
international students, who are
required by law to leave theU.S. within
a certain numberofdaysafter finishing
classes. If these students finish during
fall or winter quarters, they won’t be
able to walk at all unless they were
allowed to do so the previous spring.
Now that SGSU has collected the
required amount of signatures, the
issue has been brought to the attention
of the administration, specifically
Provost Isiaah Crawford. According
to Chalmers, the administration has
been cooperative and helpful while
discussing student concern. Chalmers
also noted that it’s not too late for
students to sign the petition or speak
up about the issue because a final
decision has yet to be made.
According to a student involved
with the issue who wished to remain
anonymous, revisions may have
already been made to the petition after
a few initial meetings, although we
were unable to confirm the revision
with an administrator. Students must
finish credit requirements by the
following fall quarter or winter quarter
in the case of international students.
“It’s important to me that the ritual
of commencement includes everyone
who is essentially almost graduated,”
said Brooke Burns, another student
involved in the issue through her role
as an Ignatian Leader. “I understand
that a lot ofthe feelings for a verystrict
commencement policy come fromthe
fact that it is a ritual of completion—-
you come in as a student and you leave
a member of the academy. Everyone
takes that seriously and that means
a lot to a lot of students... I hope for
a change that’s not radical, a change
that’s inclusive that really builds
around Redhawk tradition. I hope
that [Crawford] recognizes that we’re
making a change in that direction and
that he can move with us. I do want to
express my confidence in him.”
Alaina may be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
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TAKE A GLANCE AT THIS WEEK’S NEWS BITES
SU BRIDGES WAY FOR CONSTRUCTION
Ifyou’ve recently taken a stroll across
the Seattle University sky bridge
running over James Street between
the Student Center and the Murphy
Apartments, you have probably no-
ticed that one side of it is covered up
with gates and “no trespassing” signs.
For several days people speculated as
to why the gates had been put up and
why there would be a “no trespass-
ing” sign there.
The reason for the gates on the
sky bridge has recently been made
clear by Vice President of Student
Development Michele Murray. The
sky bridge will soon be given some
permanent enhancements. As for
the “no trespassing” signs, that is
just typical signage that is displayed
around a site for construction or
renovation.
The enhancements are expected
to be completed by mid-May so
students will be able to see the sky
bridge evolve over next quarter.
Considering that the sky bridge
TALK OF SURVEILLANCE DRONES ON
The Washington State Senate and
House of Representatives have passed
a bill proposed by Representative Da-
vid Taylor that will help to regulate the
use of drones within the state.
The use of drones has been consid-
ered by many to be abreach ofprivacy
when being used for law enforcement
purposes.
“It’s a fundamental freedom issue,”
Taylor said to the Seattle Times.
The new bill, House Bill 2789, would
mandate that any law enforcement or
state agency cannot use a drone unless
it has received permission from the
Washington State government. The
bill received several amendments as it
went through the state Senate in order
to clarify what drone purposes would
require a warrant—purposes that help
serve the environment would not re-
quire a warrant. They also requested
that regulatory uses of the drones be
studiedand be reported on by Decem-
has provided students and guests
alike with safe and easy passage
across James Street, the goal is to
keep the sky bridge open for use over
the duration of this process.
AMY TRUONG · THE SPECTATOR
ber of this year.
Nowthat thebill has passed through
the House and the Senate, it will be
sent to the governments office for fi-
nal approval.
TEACHER FILES LAWSUIT AFTER DISMISSAL
The dispute over the firing of the vice ;
principal, Mark Zmuda, at Eastside ]
Catholic School for marrying his part- <
ner is on its way to court after Zmuda 1
filed a lawsuit against the school last 1
week.
“The last thing I ever wanted to do <
was to sue the school or the Catholic j
Church,” said Zmuda in an interview 1
with The Seattle Times. Zmuda de- ]
cided on a lawsuit because he couldn’t i
see any other way to settle the issue. 1
According to Zmuda, one reason he
BOEING 777 FLIGHT STILL A MYSTERY
The search continues for the Boe-
ing 777 that went missing last week
from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and
set course for Beijing—never to
arrive.
A search party set out consisting
of approximately 34 aircraft and 40
ships to find the missing plane, or
even debris. The search area spans
over a 115 mile radius from the point
that the plane was last detected on
radar screens.
The missing plane has since be-
come the subject of an international
investigation as everyone speculates
about its whereabouts. Though in-
vestigators have expressed their con-
fidence in finding the plane, there is
so far no definitive explanation for
what happened or where to look.
Some are exploring the possibility
of terrorism as investigation uncov-
ers suspicious activity linked to the
flight—five passengers checked in
for the flight never got on boardand
March 12. 2014
two passengers on board were using
stolen passports.
People are stumped that there
weren’t even texts or distress mes-
sages sent from passengers. The
planes disappearance is being called
a mystery.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
applied to work at Eastside in the first
place was because they were an equal
opportunity employer—meaning they
would not discriminate based on sex-
ual orientation.
However, upon learning that Zmu-
da was in a gay marriage, the school
gave him the choice between his rela-
tionship or his job. Eastside Catholic
has asked for the case to be dropped.
If it goes to trial, it could likely take up
to two years.
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‘GOD IN ALLTHINGS’-INCLUDING SU’S DRAG SHOW
Colleen Fontana
News & Managing Editor
When he gives admissions tours, ju-
nior Robert Gavino makes sure to tell
prospective students about St. Igna-
tius—our chapel’s namesake—and his
famous tagline: “God in all things.”
For Gavino, it is essential that students
understand that this phrase is central
to Jesuit tradition and the mission of
Seattle University.
“God in all things. All things are
sacred,” he said. “All perspectives are
sacred and you need to give proper at-
tention to everything.”
While surrounding Catholic and
religious communities and organi-
zations have not always agreed with
this ideal, Seattle U has remained a
place of diverse dialogueand complex
thought.
“We are a university community, af-
ter all, so there is room for divergent
points ofview—and in fact that’s how
we grow,” said Vice President for Stu-
dent Development, Michele Murray.
For decades, Seattle U has received
response and backlash from the sur-
KATERI TOWN • THE SPECTATOR
Banners sharing Seattle University’s values greet students onto the campus. These values sometimes are the source of tension between tradition and cultural thought.
6 NEWS
rounding Catholic community—let-
ters, emails, phone calls and peti-
tions have rained on the school for
welcoming controversial topics of
conversation. Events such as The Va-
gina Monologues and the Drag Show,
classes and discussions on sexuality,
and panels about transgender or abor-
tion rights have been protested in the
name of Catholic identity.
{We
are a university
community...so there
is room for divergent m.
points of view.
Michele Murray,
Student Development
And this year is no exception. The
annual Drag Show has sparked a peti-
tion from TFP Student Action—an or-
ganization based out of the East Coast
that works to “defend traditional mor-
al values on college campuses,” ac-
cording to their website. For the TFP
Student Action director, John Ritchie,
Seattle U is forgetting what it means to
be Catholic. St. Ignatius would prob-
ably not even recognize Seattle U as a
Jesuit institution anymore,he said.
“The vices of pride and sensuality
run wild in our culture,” Ritchie told
The Spectator in an email. “That’s why
anything goes...As you can see, our
hypersexualized culture in general has
become coarse, empty and depressing
in many ways.”
For Ritchie, we have to choose be-
tween serving God and serving the
world because “we can’t serve God
and the world at the same time,” he
said.
But returning to the phrase “God in
all things” means we have to navigate
this tension between tradition and
culture very carefully, Murray said.
Since the founding of the Jesuits, the
community has worked to hold that
tension ofbeing faithful to the Church
and keeping the respect and dignity of
other cultures and ideas.
Context and culture cannot be ig-
nored when we talk about Catholic
identity, said Catherine Punsalan, a
professor of theology and religious
studies at Seattle U. Punsalan is also
the directorof the Institute for Catho-
lic Thought and Culture (ICTC) —a
space for studying and building upon
Catholic tradition and encouraging
dialogue.
According to her, the ICTC is here
to facilitate conversation around
Catholic thought and its intersection
with culture and the world. This is
hopefully a space where Seattle U can
grapple with “the meaning of the tra-
dition for our context,” she said.
With that goal in mind, events like
the Drag Show are something we
ought to engage with in conversa-
tion because that is the culture of the
students and a reality of our context,
Punsalan said.
“From the very early times of the
early Jesuits they have been about go-
ing to different cultures and engaging
these cultures with a confidence that
God is to be found there,” she said.
And that can be challenging, said
student and campus minster, Monica
Allen. She too feels there is tension in
the Seattle U mission.
“I feel like the university hasn’t
figured out exactly how to be Jesuit
Catholic and be serving a majority
non-Catholic student population. It is
hard,” she said.
But the identity of inclusion and di-
versity is deeply important to students
at Seattle U, said student body presi-
dent Eric Chalmers—in a way that of-
ten pushes boundaries. Such inclusion
comes in many forms, including, but
not limited to, the Drag Show, he said.
Chalmers is organizing a letter from
Seattle U students and Student Gov-
ernment of Seattle University (SGSU)
in response to Eastside Catholic High
School dismissing vice principal Mark
Zmuda for his same-sex marriage—-
another example ofhow Seattle U stu-
dents embrace the diversity value.
{According
to the
Director of TFP Stu-
dent Action, Seattle 9
U is forgetting what it
means to be Catholic.
Chalmers and Executive Vice Presi-
dent Mallory Barnes-Ohlson wrote
in the letter to Eastside Catholic that
“We, the students of Seattle Univer-
sity, believe unequivocally that we
are a catholic school, we do support
the teachings of the Church, and we
work and live with many outstanding
people just like Mr. Z.” Chalmers sees
that actions like this letter and events
like the Drag Show are in line with
Jesuit mission.
But, while students see this sort
of voice as inclusive, Ritchie would
consider it a stray from Catholic
virtue. And this, he said, can never
be positive.
“TFP Student Action conducted a
survey and found that over one hun-
dredCatholic colleges and universities
have student clubs or resource centers
that promote the agenda of the homo-
sexual agenda,” Ritchie said. “That's
nearly 50 percent of all Catholic in-
stitutions of higher learning, which is
very sad. It's spreading like a rash.”
Ritchie said that we do have a choice
between right and wrong. If we are
choosing right, he said, “we find God.”
However, Chalmers said, the
JOSHUA TRUJILLO • AP PHOTO
Attorney Richard Friedman, left, andformer Eastside Catholic High School Vice Principal MarkZmuda give a news con-
ference in downtown Seattle on Friday, March 7 to announce a discrimination and wrongful termination lawsuit against
the school and the Archdiocese of Seattle.
word Catholic means universal. As a
church, Catholicism expresses social
teaching about love and the dignity of
the human, but we don’t always see it
reflected within the Church, he said.
This shows us there is a diverse per-
spective of what it means to be Catho-
lic, Gavino said. Gavino grew up in a
very conservative
Catholic family, and
said he might have been in the same
mindset as groups such as TFP Stu-
dent Action many years ago. But he
has since become active in the Catho-
lics for Marriage Equality campaign
and has explored conversations of
the intersection between religion and
sexuality. Things he finds important to
the context of faith today.
Because of his upbringing, he can
imagine how difficult it must be for
more traditional Catholic organi-
zations to see mainstream thought
becoming more pro-queer rights. It
must feel like them against the world,
he said.
Gavino hopes these groups and or-
ganizationswill try to understand why
Seattle U continues to do things the
way we do. He is also confident that
Seattle U won’t be deterred by nega-
tive outside opinion.
“We can look forward to having a
brave approach to Jesuit education on
this campus,” he said.
Tyler Topenio, the lead student co-
ordinator for this year’s Drag Show
describes a similar viewpoint. To-
penio said the purpose of the Drag
Show is to promote social justice by
bringing attention to a culture of op-
pressed people—a people that are of-
ten left out of public conversation and
thought, he said.
{We
can look forward
to having a brave ap-
proach to Jesuit educa-
tion on this campus.
Robert Gavino,
’Uni°r
According to Topenio, the Drag
Show isn’t just for entertainment,
which is something he wants people
torealize. Concern With human rights
issues is connected to Jesuit value.
“One of the things I learn in class,
especially theology, is the grounds of
giving fairness to everyone,” he said.
Fellow student, B Lightbown, who
is also involved in the Drag Show and
Seattle U Triangle Club, agrees that
the Drag Show is a place for explo-
ration and conversation. Lightbown
feels Seattle U has a more holistic
view of faith that not all areas of Ca-
tholicism agree with. The Drag Show
does coincide with that holistic ideal,
march 12, 2014
she said.
“Triangle Club isn’t justabout being
LGBTQ, it’s about bridging everything
together and being able to talk about
it. And that’s what we’re supposed to
do in class,” Lightbown said.
Essentially, we can’t ignore these is-
sues, Gavino said. So more and more,
people are talking about them. Gavino
was raised Catholic and has attended
Jesuit high school and now Seattle U.
For him, Seattle U is doing it right.
“I can’t think of anything more de-
monstrative of Jesuit identity than
the fact that they are willing to have
drag shows, the fact that they’re will-
ing to bring in Angela Davis, the fact
that they’re willing to have a Trans
liberation panel,” he said. “The fact
that administration here at a Jesuit
institution, including a Jesuit presi-
dent, have faced all this backlash...
The fact that all this administration is
bold enough to say no, we’re going to
do this for the students. We’re going
to embrace diversity, we’re going to
embrace dialogue, we’re going to give
students the opportunity to make this
decision for themselves—that is really
characteristic of Jesuit identity for me.
And also makes me veryproud to be a
studenthere.”
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U TELLS ‘TAIL’ OF CAMPUS MOUSE HUNT
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Despite about 40 calls made to the
Facilities Resource Center last week
regarding sightings of mice, there has
actually not been a rise in mouse pop-
ulation on campus.
“We wouldn’t necessarily call it an
infestation,” said ThomSullivan, man-
ager of Seattle University’s Facilities
Resource Center. “Last week I think
we had just under 40 calls in about
mice, but just two or three work or-
ders placed.”
According to Sullivan, there have
only been about three occurrences of
indoor mouse activity; there are so
many calls because multiple people
report each sighting. /
“I think 15 different people called
about the same mouse,” Sullivan said.
According to Sullivan, one of the
sightings thatkept being reported was
in James C. Pigott Pavilion for Lead-
ership, and the other two were on the
third floor of the Pigott building.
Freshmen Kayla Toddand Shannon
Sullivan-Moore say that they’ve often
seen mice outdoors, but never inside
ofa building.
After the large amount of phone
calls regarding mice, the Facilities Re-
source Center sent out an email via
Campus News addressing the issue.
According to Sullivan, the purpose
of the email was to spread awareness;
if people know about mice, they will
hopefully be more conscious about
how they can act so as to not en-
courage mouse activity. There was
also the hope that less calls would be
made if people knew that it was being
looked into.
“We do respond to every single
call about a mouse,” Sullivan said. He
pointed out that with only two people
fielding calls in the office, an influx
of reports isn’t as helpful as one work
order filed per sighting. Addition-
ally, if they have to respond to every
single call, they’re sending the same
people to the same spaces over and
over again.
In the email from the Facilities Re-
source Center are included some rec-
8 NEWS
ommendations about how people can
modify their behavior to not encour-
age mice. These include “limit food
consumption at your workspace,” and
“all food storage should be kept in air-
tight containers.” All four tips have to
do with the handling of food, because
it’s something that will attract mice.
These recommendations come from
Paratex, the pest control company
that has been working with Seattle U
for approximately the past 18 months.
According to General Manager for
Paratex Pest Control Ray William-
son, they were initially hired to help
with rat issues, which they cleared
up. While Williamson says that less
rats allows more mice, both he and
Sullivan maintain that the influx of
mouse reports is not the product of a
growing population.
“In the springtime we always see
a little bit of an increase when the
weather gets better, but it hasn’t been
anything out of the normal by any
means,” Sullivan said.
In addition to springtime being a
usual time to see mice, Williamson
adds that there are other factors that
confirm that the increase in sight-
ings is not a surge in population. It’s a
KATERI TOWN • THE SPECTATOR
Mice are controlled on campus using traps, many of which are actually humane traps. Unlike the trapfeatured here, cam-
pus, traps do not kill the mouse. Instead they are contained in a box until removed by a groundskeeper.
product of disruption, not infestation,
he said.
Paratex also contracts for many
of the businesses surrounding Se-
attle U, including Swedish Hospital.
Williamson says that the amount of
construction in the area disturbs the
mice’s natural areas and causes them
to be seen more. He likened it to dec-
orations around Christmas. In the
decorating process, things get moved
around, settled, and moved around
again. Mice have the chance to resitu-
ate and be disturbed in the shuffle. It
looks worse,but it isn’t.
The Facilities Resource Center
maintains that while there is increased
mouse activity, this does necessar-
ily imply that there is an abnormally
large population.
“With the ground saturated with
water, mice that live underground
are seeking new nesting habitats on
high ground, and ongoing construc-
tion in the neighborhood is also
uprooting their established nest-
ing habitat. Spring is right around
the corner, which is mating season
for the mice. Food and drinks being
left out in campus locations are also
contributing factors,” wrote Facilities
in an email to various departments.
Paratex normally comes to Seattle U
at least once a week for regular main-
tenance. To handle the mice, they
normally set bait stations outside, and
glue traps inside. Paratex decides how
many bait stations Seattle U should
have based on acreage, as well as sug-
gest other things to help the university
avoid a mouse problem.
“They make recommendations to
us as far as how to maintain the land-
scaping to make it less attractive to ro-
dents,” Sullivan said.
The glue traps are checked by Para-
tex a couple of times a week. Accord-
ing to Sullivan, the glue traps aren’t
very successful, but he thinks there’s
a lot of worth in awareness about the
mice so that people can adjust their
behavior to not encourage their pres-
ence. A lot of times, Sullivan said,
the mice just leave instead of getting
caught. But then they’re at least out of
the area.
“They’d much rather not be inside,”
Sullivan said. The mice themselves
were not available for comment.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
SUNDBORG CONTINUES CASE FOR CATHOLICISM
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
University President Fr. Stephen Sun-
dborg, S.J., believes that Seattle Uni-
versity is a religious institution more
than it is a place oflearning.
Sundborg and other university ad-
ministration officials, like Provost
Isiaah Crawford believe this so ar-
dently that they have devoted hours
testifying to this effect in front of
the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) in recent days.
As The Spectator reported last week,
the NLRB has been called to moni-
tor an election that would decide the
unionization of adjunct/contingent
faculty under the SEIU umbrella. Se-
attle U administration, which has
sternly urged these faculty not to af-
filiate with SEIU, responded by chal-
lenging the jurisdiction of the NLRB
in this matter by citing religious ex-
emption as a predominantly Catholic
institution.
Michael Lynch, defense attorney for
Seattle Us administration, kicked off
the hearing by calling Sundborg to
the witness stand at the second NLRB
hearing on Friday, March 7. The small
courtroom was nearly full with ob-
servers. As Sundborg moved to the
ILLUSTRATION BY ALYSSA BRANDT
An artist's rendering ofthe second NLRB hearing at which universitypresident Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J., testified as to
Seattle U's Catholic affiliation and on goingadjunct unionization.
front of the room, some in the peanut
gallery appeared to adopt grave ex-
pressions while others seemed almost
giddy.
Your administration isn’t Catholic,
your board isn’t Catholic, your faculty
isn’t Catholic and your students aren’t
Catholic, “How can you call yourself
a Catholic university?” Lynch asked
Sundborg.
Sundborg smiled knowingly and
began his defense by referencing the
criticisms SEIU has employed in un-
dermining the university’s application
of its religious roots. Sundborg ex-
plained that Jesuit education does not
like to separate the secular from the
sacred; he said the sacred can always
be uncovered.
“We treat all people as having a reli-
gious dimension,” he said. In arguing
for the inherit “Catholic-ness” of Se-
attle U, Sundborg recounted a speech
he delivered at the Provost’s Convo-
cation in 2008, which he called “the
most significant address he’s given.”
In the address, Sundborg declared the
importance of an “open circle” and
“knowledgeable conversation” on the
Catholic tradition and its intellectual
dimensions. Sundborg argued that
dialogue like this is “the heart of our
academic engagement with one an-
otherand with our students.”
Sundborg also referenced to the
core curriculum to bolster his argu-
ments. In particular he implied that
the requirement that students take
two courses in theology and reli-
gion, including a class that discusses
the Catholic tradition specifically,
strengthens the university’s case.
Sundborg also referenced the ques-
tion he believes an important one to
ask ofall in the university community:
“Why do you want to be in a Catholic
university?”
Sundborg explained that an individ-
ual’s answer to this question is often a
huge determining factor in his hiring
decisions, particularly those in mana-
gerial roles like department deans. He
said that a dismissive reply of, “I’m
comfortable with it,” is something that
he actively seeks to avoid. As part of
his case for Catholicism, he also fer-
vently expressed his desire that the
university’s mission (rooted in Jesuit
philosophy) inspire all educators, ad-
ministration and students in the con-
tent oftheir teaching and learning.
Sundborg, however, did note in
cross examination that Seattle U does
have a policy of “academic freedom”
and that the only thing that faculty are
not permitted to do is misrepresent
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Catholic teachings.
Furthering his case for a supremely
Catholic Seattle U, Sundborg also (at
Lynch’s prompting) pointed out that
there is a significant physical Catholic
presence on the university’s grounds.
In particular he referenced the four
chapels on campus, the George
Tsutakawa fountain and buildings
named for notable theologians.
Meanwhile, as hearings and conver-
sation continues, some adjunct faculty
have actually come forward express-
ing their hesitancy toward involve-
ment with SEIU in recent weeks.
“If I wanted a full-time job as a uni-
versity professor I could go to another
university in another town but I have
the made the choice to want to work
here at Seattle University [...] I don’t
think that I need the union at all to
work on my behalf,” said Joe Barnes,
adjunct lecturer in the Albers.
Monday’s hearing lasted for over six
hours. Sundborg’s testimony began
with an extensive chronicle ofhis early
education and childhood, prompted
by Lynch’s digressive questioning. He
addressed his impressively large col-
lection of philosophy, theology and
ecclesiastical degrees and, hand-held
by Lynch, regaled attendees about his
post-seminary school dreams of re-
turning home to Alaska and working
as the town priest. Lynch also prod-
ded Sundborg, who is somewhat re-
nowned in the Universitycommunity
for his verbosity, into recounting a
typical day-in-his-life and speaking
about his vows of chastity, obedience
and poverty.
This autobiographical narrative was
punctuated by hems and haws from
some spectators. Those seated furthest
from Sundborg muffled some not-so-
subtle aggravations into their clenched
fists as the testimony dragged on.
The line of questioning was eventu-
ally interrupted by an objection from
SEIU attorney, Paul Drachler who
called Sundborg’s testimony, “inter-
esting, but irrelevant.”
Darlene may be reached at dgra-
ham@su-spectator.com
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HOROSCOPES
Sk LIBRA
9/23-10/22
A guy with a man bun is going to bail
you out of jail over break.
In scorpio
Ml 10/23-11/21
The Pallid Orphan will follow you to
Cabo.
SA SAGITTARIUS
/- 11/22-12/21
Your European backpacking trip will
end in despair.
SUDOKU
ETC...
7k CAPRICORN
12/22-1/20
Don’t bring those hot dogs camping
this break—the bears are hungry.
AQUARIUS
1/21-2/19
Live in fear.
¥ PISCES
* ' 2/20-3/20
Aaron Carter wants you back.
If ARIES
I 3/21-4/20
You won’t recover from an aggressive
strain of hay fever this spring.
x TAURUS
O 4/21-5/21
Find yourself on top of the bull, not
under it.
n GEMINI5/22-6/21
You may overlap with Noah, and his
SuperBoat.
THE 10
10 THINGS TO DO
THIS SPRING
BREAK
©Send your
Grandma a
lovely note
OSwim
with sea otter
pups
©Be
featured on World
Star Hip Hop
o
Make a cape
©Eat 20 Bahn Mi
sandwiches
o
Trim a bonsai tree
o Dream
OFill out your courseevaluation
OHunt down campus
mice
a Attempt to
make
beignets
0> CANCER
6/22-7/22
Television will regale the world with
your image.
S) LEO
C* 7/23-8/22
Girls will tell “Tales of the Crypt”
regarding your dingy dorm room.
"frn VIRGO
tj# 8/23-9/22
Be as kind as possible to strangers who
are rude to you—they will have cash.
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LAST FRIDAY AFTERNOON, I SAT DOWN WITH A CREATIVE WRITING STUDENT FOR A ONE-ON-ONEINTERVIEW BY ABOUT DEPARTMENT ND LEAST THAT WAS THE PLA .
Before the interview even started, another student joined, assuring me that hed have more than enough to say about his experiences in the program.
A few minutes later, one more. He too had been antsy to discuss the department.
Partway through the interview, one more. The group grew one by one. Students flocked like moths to light to share their stories.
Some would say they’re beingwronged by their program, wasting thousands of dollars and years of their lives with nothing to show for it. Others would call them
entitled, expecting accolades for historically thankless work.
Perhaps they just didn’t do theirhomeworkbefore they mailed in their decisions. Then again, who can blame them? Seattle’s art scene is downright vibrant; one
could only assume that Seattle U’s would be too. More and more students are growing frustrated with the school’s stagnant creative spirit and disconnect from the
surrounding artistic community. Maybe they’re right to be concerned. Or maybe the responsibility to get connected should fall to them.
Either way, ifan interview group suddenly quadruples because students are just that eager to air their grievances, something’s up. ►
By Caroline Ferguson
Managing Editor
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Senior
creative writing major Ben
Porter has a way with words.
“College is an investment,” Porter
opined in a group interview that had
passed the point of thorniness about
30 minutes prior. “And right now
we’ve invested in shit stock.”
His candor was disarming—and
uncommon, particularly in a small-
school environment where it doesn’t
take much effort to know everything
about everyone. I’ve encountered
more than my fair share of resistant
and self-conscious interviewees in my
time at The Spectator—Porter’s open-
ness was very much an exception,
not the rule. His peers were similarly
candid and jumped at the chance to
offer input.
Unrest and frustration toward Se-
attle University’s perceived artistic
apathy have long simmered just un-
der the surface of the student body’s
discourse du jour. Four years ago, The
Stranger’s article “What’s Wrong with
Art in Seattle?” called Seattle U’s art
department “sleepy,” but admitted that
it was in the process of “steadily in-
venting itself”Students seem to range
from neutral to negative on whether
it actually has. The issue isn’t quite as
inflammatory or immediate as many
that have recently drawn students’
attention (divestment and unioniza-
tion come to mind); nevertheless, it
doesn’t take much prodding for stu-
dents’ long-held resentments to come
to the fore.
The alleged
weakness of Seattle U’s
creative writing program may
have something to do with the fact
that it’s not, strictly speaking, a ma-
jor. English students receive a litera-
ture-centric education and those who
wish can do a creative writing con-
centration. The mentality—one that’s
oft-repeated within the department,
whether it’s during classes or on the
website—is that good readers make
good writers.
The mantra is hard to argue with.
But some students say it’s not enough.
Creative writing classes “end up be-
ing seen more as a supplemental thing
to do, instead ofsomething that needs
a lot of attention,” said sophomore
Scott Broker.
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“I'M PRETTY CONFLICTED RIGHT NOW AS TO WHY I'M
ACTUALLY IN THIS PROGRAM.”
Consequently, many students feel as
if they’re not learning the skills they
expected to learn.
“I took [four classes] and now I’m
done. And I can go out into the world
and be like, ‘I have a creative writing
degree.’ Which is bullshit,” Porter said.
While most upper-level.,classes are
closed off to non-majors, or at least
require prerequisites, anyone who
wants to can take a creative writ-
ing class at Seattle U. This results
in watered-down classes that place
undue focus on remedial skills and
leave no time for serious portfolio-
building, which is not required in the
current curriculum.
“You get people who are more ambi-
tious and more driven and genuinely
tryingharder... [then] you get half the
class who is saying they’ve never writ-
ten a poem,” Broker said.
Judging by the group’s prolongedriff
on the difference between a metaphor
and a simile, they end up hearing the
same things over and over again—-
and in a quarter system, every second
is precious.
“Within the classes, you don’t pro-
duce that much,” Broker said. “[In]
Narrative Poetry, I think we had to of-
ficially turn in five or six poems for a
whole quarter. That makes absolutely
no sense.”
The issue, they admitted, is a struc-
tural one. A meager staff of two
full-time faculty and a sprinkling of
adjuncts just doesn’t have time to re-
view an anthology’s worth of poems
every night.
Two years ago, Dr. Susan Meyers
became the English department’s first
full-time creative writing hire. She has
since tried to work alongside students
to enact curricular changes and create
a more vibrant program. One such at-
tempt was the PEP Talk series, which
brought people working in creative
writing fields to Seattle U to engage in
conversation with students.
The PEP Talks have been “a failure,”
according to senior creative writing
major Danielle Pappo. “No one cares.”
“The professors come out of some
moral obligation. Oftentimes they
come late,” Broker added. By and
large, students don’t come at all.
Therein
lies the rub. While itspro-
grams undoubtedly could be bet-
ter, Seattle U’s potential artistic com-
munity has proven notoriously hard
to rouse, even when opportunities
present themselves.
“I was honestly surprised at how
there is very little artisticenergy,” Bro-
ker said. “I always thought it was just
an untapped resource of abundant
wealth, but it turns out it’s pretty dis-
mal as far as I can tell.”
Discussions about fine arts in high-
er education often lead to one central
debate: should schools do all they can
to provide networking opportunities,
foster creativity, and teach the skills
that students need to succeed? Or is
learning how to thrive in an apathetic
creative environment a necessary skill
in and of itself?
“Ifan artist wants to be aprofession-
al artist after art school, their entire
job is getting their own shows. Why is
it the art school’s responsibility to give
them a place to show?” said Jeremy
Buben, who writes for the city guide
website Art Nerd Seattle.
“I would put a lot of it on the stu-
dents,” said senior music major Cyrus
Fiene. “Is it really a teacher’s job to
drag everyone’s ass to [events]?... let
me tell you something about fine arts
majors: they like to complain.”
That said,
students pay big money
for the kind ofholistic liberal arts
education that Seattle U has to offer.
And most rightly expect career divi-
dends from such an investment.
“Transferring into [the creative writ-
ing program] I thought I was going to
feel empowered. Now I just feel crest-
fallen and dejected,” said junior Matt
MUTT PRITCHARD (JUNIOR)
Pritchard, who has contributed to
Axis, the school’s online literary and
art magazine, in the group interview.
The interviewees fell silent for a mo-
ment after he said this, before bursting
into laughter at the sheer bleakness of
it all.
“I’ve spent four years of tuition here,
I have loans now,” Porter added. “It’s
$160,000 down the drain.”
Visual artists
shared similar con-
cerns to their literary counter-
parts; many feel unprepared to enter
the world as working artists. But their
dissatisfaction isn’t due to their aca-
demic experience—all the students I
spoke with were more or less satisfied
with their classes.
As they shared their thoughts, a re-
alization dawned on me: oh my god,
where is all the student art on this
campus?
Hedreen Gallery, arguably the most
renowned on campus, doesn’t show
student work. The department does
offer an exhibition space for
students
inVachon Gallery within the Fine Arts
Building, but in many ways this space
is limiting; only fine arts majors are
likely to be in the building in the first
place, so student artists who exhibit
there are more or less preaching to
the choir.
“That space is not a landmark on
campus to anyone,” said junior cre-
ative writing and visual art major
David Strand. “Being in the fine arts
building is really isolating. Fine arts
majors see this, but where’s the reach
beyond that?”
As it stands, there’s little to no op-
portunity for student artists to display
their work anywhere else on campus.
“When you get taken on a tour here,
you see all this beautiful art in the Stu-
dent Center, you see all this beautiful
art in the library and in Bellarmine...
why isn’t there student artwork in
there? In the buildings you spend all
your time in, in the Admin Building
and the CaseyBuilding, there’s framed
posters in there,” said junior art his-
tory major Kaya Payseno. Her tone
grew more fervent with every word,
until she eventually couldn’t help but
gesticulate. “Framed posters!”
Professor Francisco Guerrero insist-
ed that he hasn’t been approached by
students looking to display their art.
Nevertheless, the school does stum-
ble on fundamental levels: it doesn’t
consistently participate in the Capitol
Hill Art Walk. It also lacks a purchase
award program for seniors. This is a
common practice among large insti-
tutions—university officials will buy a
student piece to join the university art
collection, which creates a visual cata-
log of studentwork for the school. Not
to mention it’s a nice feather in the cap
of one lucky graduate.
Guerrero didn’t have high hopes
for the feasibility of such a program
at Seattle U.
"YOU SEE ALL THE BEAUTIFUL ART IN
THE LIBRARY AND IN BELLARMINE... WHY
ISN'T THE E STUDE T ARTWORK IN THERE?"
“In five years, you have five pieces.
Where are they gonna go?” Guerrero
asked. The school has no museum
space; curating student work, finding
space for it on campus, and general
upkeep all take time, effort, and mon-
ey—things that Seattle Us creative de-
partments simply don’t have.
Holistic
education is one of Seattle
U’s go-to branding buzzwords—-
in fact, several student artists named
this as the main reason they didn’t de-
cide to attend Cornish.
“I came here because I really liked
the ideaofeducating the whole person
and it really aligned with my beliefs
around art,” Payseno said.
But Seattle U’s well-rounded curric-
ulum may result in a lack of focus. By
design, Seattle U doesn’t exactly en-
un mm mm
courage students to throw themselves
wholeheartedly into one thing. By the
time students have done their home-
work, made their connections, got-
ten sufficiently involved on-campus,
explored Seattle top to bottom, and
attempted to maintain their mental
health, who has time to build a port-
folio and actually think about how
to make this professional artist thing
work?
When it comes to preparing stu-
dents to become working artists“we’re
not doing that. But we’ve never pur-
ported to be that kind of institution.
Our mission is to teach kids in a lib-
eral arts tradition,” Guerrero said.
Perhaps
Seattle U just isn’t a good
fit for artists.
“We all chose to come here. Maybe
we didn’t do our homework, may-
be we didn’t transfer in time if we
were unhappy with the program,”
Porter said.
Sure enough, of the students I spoke
with, one was looking to transfer. At
least one regretted not having done so
soon enough. One already had trans-
ferred and was happily earning an ex-
ercise science major at the University
of Washington. One was considering
dropping out altogether.
“I’m pretty conflicted right now as
to why I’m actually in this program,”
Pritchard said.
The widespread apathy might just
be part and parcel of the small school
experience: we’re inherently discon-
nected fromthe big leagues.
“There’s 12 of us. There isn’t re-
ally that peak level, you know? That’s
what’s missing. At a school where
there’s like 60 musicians in the depart-
ment, there’s a sense of competition.
That’s something that’s missing at thm
school,” Fiene said. “I have
ternal resources to really
other level is.”
That said,
the student group
in Art has started holding regular
exhibition nights to give students op-
portunities to showtheirwork. A small
space near the Bistro has been turned
into a student art display and Student
Activities is currently accepting sub-
missions for new work. And despite
his criticism of the creative writing
program, Porter is 60,000 words into
a novel.
Guerrero was quick to remind me
that, compared to many other aca-
demic programs, the school’s art scene
is still very
much in its youth. And
while Seattle U’s creative community
may not be the stuff of promotional
brochure fantasy, it’s not exactly a
wasteland either.
Whether this generation of Seattle
U graduates will include a vibrant
community of artists remains to be
seen. After all, college is an invest-
ment—and some investments take
time to pay off.
Caroline may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com.
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WQ14 SCRATCH GIVES VOICE TO A TALENTED SU
1. Ray Molina sings a song he wrotefor an unnamedrecipient.
2. Spoken word poet ArthurBurnett delivers lines to the crowd.
3. Michael Notestine, this quarter’s host, performsfor the crowd as Miss Giving.
4. Morgan Rodriguez recites a poem she authored, titled “Wild.”
5. Drew Milne reads a poem to the audience.
6. The all-female a cappella group “Drop the Bass” bows after performing “Mr.
Sandman” and “Sing Sweet Nightingale.”
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NEW ‘VIDEO ART’ EXHIBIT FULLY CHARGED
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
Some might argue that the reaction
video art triggers in the viewer is the
closest thing to a human connection.
With an expansive body of work
from 15 different local Seattle artists,
Hedreen Gallery’s new installment,
VIDEO LIBRARY (vol. 1), is rich
with personal expression, illustrating
the resonating power of this artistic
medium.
One of the 15 currently featured at
Hedreen, artistElbeDicolas respect for
the foundationsof life is encompassed
in her art through what she calls
a “transformative visual ritual.”
Throughout her career, Dicola has
reflected on humanity’s will to create
and destroy. She depicts this through a
range of light and dark visual imagery
as well through thematic content.
When asked specifically about the
inclusion of darker imagery, “it feels
more honest to me. I know what loss
is. I know what heaviness is.”
Dicola speaks to these feelings most
through “fantastical narrative.” In late
2010, Dicola found herself immersed
in an apparent never-ending flow
of inexplicable natural events, that
theorists linked to the end of the
world. With news reports of entire
species of fish suddenly dead or never-
before-seen flight patterns of birds,
Dicola seized this state of uncertainty
as an opportunity to depict its
poetic story.
Dicola explains that her videos,
“Ellipsis” and “Swan Song,” are “two
channels of the same piece.” Using
her phone camera, Dicola filmed her
computer screen directly to capture
the footage featured in “Ellipsis.”
Sourced from Creative • Commons,
the clip depicts a flock of sparrows,
swirling in a blank sky that Dicola
digitally manipulated to gradually
evolve from peach to violet. Dicola
calls the ambiance of the video to
be “like twilight.” Its pace is- slow,
rhythmic and ritualistic as the bird
formation takes on a variety of shapes
that are reminiscent of Rorschach test.
Dicola filmed her second video,
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
Now at Hedreen, VIDEO LIBRARY (vol 1) showcases the work of 15 local Seattle artists; the grand opening and reception
will take place in the gallery on March 13, beginning at 7p.m.
“Swan Song,” while visiting to her
parents in Boom, North Carolina. She
explains her aesthetic decision to film
in black-and-white as “keeping the
focus on the love story.”
“Swan Song” highlights the
communication between a swan and
goose in what Dicola calls an “inverted
world.” With heavy contrast and a
gradual progression to completely
invertedcoloring, the video is ethereal,
mystically beautiful and even evokes a
vintage quality.
Another featuredartist is Erin Elyse
Burns, whose video art is an excerpt
from one ofher full-scale installations.
Her work is titled “Litany,” based
on John Cage’s 1981 “Litany for the
Whale” score, the inspiration for
her video. After being approached
by local singer Jeremiah Cawley,
composer and trombone player
Burns agreed to work collaboratively,
creating a corresponding video that
complemented Cawley’s acoustics.
Burns began by immersing herself
completely in the piece, in part by
sprawling out on the floor ofher studio
with the piece playing on repeat for
hours. She charted her mental images
as she let music seep into her, then
later determined the arrangement of
the imagery.
“This idea of the litany and the call
and response around and repetition
around a really tight set of literally like
five sounds was really inspiring for the
imagery,” Burns said. “I was trying to
think of call and response within the
images. So there are motifs that repeat
and parallel each other... We were
thinking a lot about visual pairings
where they would kind ofalmost echo
each other in the same way that the
two voices echo each other.”
Much of the visual imagery Burns
included in the excerpt seems to be
emotionally charged. One particularly
resonating vignette features Burns,
cloaked in black garb, screaming
directly into the camera. Cawley’s
soundtrack silences any sound of her
screams,but her anguished expression
alone stirs an emotional response.
“Even the most comfortable,
happy or sane of us want to scream
march 12. 2014
sometimes... It’s a universal impulse,”
Burns said.
She incorporates the concept of
emotional release in subtle ways too.
One of her more haunting vignettes
features an open window with lace
curtains swaying listlessly in a breeze.
As the scene develops, we see an ever-
growing rise of thick, white steam,
which eventually permeates the frame
in a cloud of white nothingness. Burns
relates this imagery to a “pot about to
boil” and “something just below the
surface that’s bubbling up.”
VIDEO LIBRARY (vol. 1) is
currently open to the public. Its
opening reception will take place in
the Hedreen on March 13, beginning
at 7 p.m.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.cpm
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From the odd Spanish name (The
Drunken Nacho) to the copious
amounts of tequila, the bar seems to
THREE NEW RESTAURANTS SPICE UP THE HILL
Colleen Fontana
News & Managing Editor
In case your weekends aren’t already filled to the brim with dinner and drinks
at all your favorite Capitol Hill hotspots, here are three more recently opened
dining-and-drinking joints that you may want to check out. If you aren’t 21,
these wont be of much interest to you, but you can start thinking ahead for
those late night outings. Each offers something delightfully tasty, something
ghastly expensive, and something pretty standard. They don’t all promise a
good time, but they certainly promise an added quirkycorner of culture to the
Capitol Hill restaurant frenzy. So roll up your sleeves and get ready to dine out.
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Though it doesn’t servefood, The Rhino Room doesprovide overpriceddrinks with
fancy garnishes, and might bring in sandwiches.
THE RHINO ROOM
153511TH AVE. (11TH AND PINE)
I was confused by the Rhino Room. Upon entering, I was stunned bya number
of different vibes, as though the space hadn’t matured into an identity yet.
There was an initial elite vibe; the smooth upholstery and simple gold accents
made it appear like a private dining room, then the colors and angular flooring
gave a more vintage, retro appearance. Then, Selena Gomez playing in the
background—the modern, contemporary feel there to snap us back to 2014.
The bar jutted out into the center of the huge space, and the walls were
surrounded with many booths, some large enough to comfortably fit nearly 15
people; there was still plenty of floor space, as though the bar was preparing for
spontaneous dancing to break at any time.
And yet, they don’t serve food or have a kitchen. The bar echoes with endless
space and yet is filled up with alcohol and fancy glasses. Not necessarily a recipe
for success, if you ask me. According to the bartender, there is talk of bringing
in sandwiches, but there will never be a permanent kitchen.
So, if you’re into overpriced drinks with an added orange peel or cherry for
fancy effect, then this is the place for you. Who knows, with all the vibes going,
it might attract a large, diverse crowd. Unless you’re me, because I was just
overwhelmedby the space and underprepared for the choices and left hurriedly.
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NACHO BORRACHO
209 BROADWAY E. (JUST
PAST CAL ANDERSON)
The name is the first indicator of
the dining experience—it helps to
be “borracho,” drunk; the more you
drink, the better the food will taste.
While Nacho Borracho plays host
to a hipi urban, underground sort of
feel, it is not the best for actually good
Mexican food.
hit on every Mexican stereotype—
Nacho Borracho doesn t serve up the
strings of papel picado line the ceiling,
best > but is prettygreat as drunkfood.
and several pinatas and cacti placed casually around the room. Ultimately,
everything feels overly gaudy and Americanized as the music playlist bumps
alternative rock melodies through a mostly Caucasian crowd.
The food was fine, but not remarkable. The beef flautas tasted just about as
good as a frozen box of taquitos from Costco—decent, but not $7 decent. The
avocado margarita was served froma makeshift Icee machine. The menu wasn’t
bad, necessarily, just unimpressive. But the nachos—now there’s some good
drunk food.
MEZCALERIA OAXACA
422 E. PINE ST. (PINE AND
SUMMIT)
If you can find the front door to the
Mezcaleria Oaxaca, good for you. It’s
kind of difficult to identify but, if you
can make it through the front door,
you can take a picture of yourself
surrounded by the glowing golden
halo of the Virgen de Guadalupe.
That, friends, is an opportunity you
don’t get every day.
Quite different from Nacho
Borracho in aesthetic, this restaurant
has a subder Mexican vibe. It
simultaneously has the feel of the
Hill—the low-lighting shines from
interesting lamps and low hanging
bulbs, the walls are stacked with worn
vintage cabinets, and the windowed
garage door facing Pine Street will
make for a refreshing hangout in the summer.
Mezcaleria Oaxaca is a good place for a dainty date; the portions are small, but
really freakin’ delicious. The tacos carne asada were the perfect combinationof
spicyand flavorful—but I could eat one within three small bites. The guacamole
is quite possibly the best I have ever had, and I’ve had some pretty mean
guacamole. Prices are a tad high as far as quantity goes, but most definitely not
too high for the quality.
Colleen may be reached at cfontana@su-spectator.com
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Mezcaleria Oaxaca serves up small,
but deliciousportions.
CHAMBER BRINGS BEETHOVEN TO BACKYARD
Maggie Molloy
Staff Writer
This Thursday, March 13, Seattle
University’s Chamber Music Program
will celebrate the life and work of
Ludwig van Beethoven through music.
The group, which has been preparing
since fall quarter, will perform an all-
Beethoven concert.
Dr. Quinton Morris, director of
chamber and instrumental music,
has helped the students prepare four
diverse Beethoven compositions:
String Trio No. 1 in E-flat major,
String Trio No. 5 in C minor, Duo for
Viola and Violoncello in E-flat major -
(nicknamed the “Eyeglass Duo”), and
String Quartet No. 11 in E minor, also
known as the “Serioso.”
{Even
though [Beethoven] has I
different characters within I
the pieces... you can see the
connections and ideas that W
remain consistent.
Dahae Cheong
Cellist
“We’re playing a lot of different
stages in Beethoven’s life and work,”
said freshman Grant Hanner, a
violinist performing the String Trio in
C minor and the “Serioso.”
“Even though [Beethoven] has
different characters within the pieces,
among the pieces you can see the
connections and ideas that remain
consistent,” noted freshman Dahae
Cheong, a cellist performing the
String Trio in C minor.
The students are all string
performance majors in Morris’s
advanced chamber music class. They
rehearse together six hours a week and
also have additional performances
and community outreach projects.
“The students have worked so
hard,” said Morris. “It’s very mature
repertoire and it’s very advanced. It
has challenged everyone in the class
to their absolute fullest potential and
it has been such a joy to see the growth
and development in everyone.”
The group has carefully crafted
the details that bring each piece to
life. All the dynamics, articulation
markings, and expression markings
in Beethoven’s sheet music are
very deliberate.
“Every practice, we would have a
different thing to work on,” Cheong
said. “One day we would do technique,
one day we would do intonation,
another day we would just slowly try
to match up with each other’s styles.”
The concert featuresworks spanning
across Beethoven’s life. The String
Trio in E-flat Major, for instance, was
written early in his career when he
was studying under Joseph Haydn.
“This trio is a lot like Haydn,”
said sophomore Mariya Ksondzyk,
a violinist performing the piece.
“It’s very classical, so we focused on
keeping a light bow stroke, working
on spiccatos and bringing out a lot
of characters.” Spiccatos are light,
bouncing bow strokes.
“It takes a lot of patience and
attention to detail to play this piece,”
she added.
“It’s definitely harder than any
sort of chamber piece I’ve played,
but it’s also one of my favorites,” said
sophomore Milena Marlier, a violist
performing the same piece. She said
there are many “different styles and
characters and emotions” within
the composition.
The more Romantic “Serioso”
quartet, by contrast, was written
later in Beethoven’s life while he was
going deaf.
“The ‘Serioso’ is very intense,”
Ksondzyk said. “It’s just very
emotional.”
Hanner said the “Serioso” was
written during Napoleon’s second
occupation of Vienna, when
Beethoven had “lost faith in Napoleon
and the French Revolution and feared
for his own life.”
“It reflects his emotional state at that
time so closely that he only wanted a
room full ofconnoisseurs to hear it, as
opposed to a general public audience,”
Hanner added.
The groups learned about the
historical significance of their pieces
and incorporated this understanding
into their stylistic expression.
“We are most proud of our ability
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Sophomore Mariya Ksondzyk practices in preparationfor the upcoming Chamber
Music Program concert on March 13. The concert, led byDr. Quinton Morris, will
be focused on four compositions ofLudwig van Beethoven.
to interpret the piece at a high level,”
said junior Aaron Hauser, a cellist
performing the “Serioso.” “But we also
hope to bring our own unique energy
to the piece,” he said.
{I’m
proud that we’re able I
to pull this all together in a I
way that we feel is honoring
Beethoven.
Chyna Mapel
Violist
“Beethoven is very expressive,”
Hanner noted. “Each part gets more of
a voice, more of a soloistic part within
the whole.”
For this concert, the music students
are collaborating with students from
Seattle U’s German program, who
are giving a pre-concert lecture on
the historical and political context in
which Beethoven was writing.
“I’m proud that we’re able to pull
this all together in a way that we feel is
March 12, 2014
honoring Beethoven,” said sophomore
ChynaMapel,aviolistwho will perform
the “Serioso.”
Morris noted the repertoire for this
concert is usually performed at major
music institutions and professional
music concerts.
“There is some really extraordinary
playing that is going on right
now,” Morris said of the group. He
has watched Seattle U’s chamber
music program grow and advance
dramatically over the past seven years
since he began working here.
“Just as we’re celebrating the history
and the music ofthis great composer,
I think it’s also important to celebrate
the history of who we are as a music
program and what our aims and our
goals are for the future,” Morris said.
The concert is on March 13 in Pigott
Auditorium. The pre-concert lecture
begins at 7 p.m., and the performances
begin at 7:30 p.m. Student tickets
are $5.
Maggie may be reached at
mmolloy@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘300: RISE OF AN EMPIRE’
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
When I first saw “300” back in 2006,
I loved it. A lot of that probably had
to do with the fact that I was 16. The
hyperstylizedviolence, explicit content
and stunning set pieces were a dream
come true for my high school self.
And, despite being totally outlandish
and even a bit offensive, the film
created a new method of delivering
action that other films have tried
to mimic.
Whereas the original film basked
in its pulpy style and unapologetic
bloodshed, “300: Rise of an Empire”
feels like a low-budget tag along,
possessingalmost none of the original
film’s innovations or fun.
The events of the new film
coincide with those of the original.
As Leonidas defends the hot gates at
Thermopylae against Xerxes’ forces,
Themistocles (Sullivan Stapleton),
the hero of Marathon, wages a war
at sea against Persia’s massive naval
forces. His fight brings him up against
Artemisia (Eva Green), Xerxes’
death-obsessedgeneral.
The first film worked because it was
fresh. In an industry where action
films are often pumped out at a tireless
seasonal pace, “300” showed that the
18 ARTS s ENTERTAINMENT
genre could still be revolutionized
if directors were willing to take risks
with their stylistic choices. But the
new movie doesn’t add anything to
directorZach Snyder’s original vision,
and actually fumbles by bringing no
real acting talent to its efforts.
While Gerard Butler’s Leonidas
was pleasingly gruff and violent,
Stapleton’s Themistocles is almost
completely forgettable—a note that
rings true for just about everyactor in
the film. The Spartans in the original
were fun to watch because they
were so excessively violent that you
couldn’t help but applaud them, even
iftheir bloodlust was horrifying in its
own way.
But director Noam Murro’s version
lacks any of the charisma of the first
film’s warriors. Instead, it swaps the
exhilarating fight sequences of the first
movie with bland naval battles and
copies the slow-down, speed-up fight
sequences without any of Snyder’s
style. Whenhe isn’t cutting off limbs or
severing heads, Themistocles spends
most of the film giving bland, half-
hearted speeches about democracy
and the threatof Persian tyranny.
Stapleton could have taken a few
notes from the movie’s only real
standout performance, Greens vicious
portrayal of Artemisia. Watching
PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. PICTURES
While I loved the original “300,” director Noam Murro’s new take on Sparta left
me with little to enjoy, with no real acting talents (aside from Eva Green) and
pointless bloodshed that gets old really quickly.
Green appear in a variety of gothic
outfits and mercilessly slaughter her
enemies are the film’s only saving
graces. If the other characters had
given themselves up more abashedly
to their roles, the film may have been
a worthy successor. -
Another misfortune is that the
script is constantly trying to force
Themistocles and Artemisia into an
awkward romance, one that seems to
exist simply because the characters
are a heterosexual man and woman.
This culminates in a weird, violent sex
scene that borders on rape.
The movie’s aesthetic qualities also
fail; whereas “300” was fresh because
of its many iconic moments, the new
movie never delivers more than a lot
oflimb-slicingand gratuitous death in
a drab color-palate. The iconic images
fromthe first movie, like the Spartans,
in profile, kicking enemy soldiers into
the sea, have no true equivalents here.
If you’re really in a pinch for an
action film, “300: Rise of an Empire”
might be worth your time. Relative
to the season’s other action flicks,
the movie isn’t altogether unlikable.
But, if you’re looking for something
as enjoyable or revolutionary as the
original, better to pass this one up.
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
p.m
SUPPORTTHE
ARTS
Advanced Studio Exhibi-
tion: Opening Reception
@ Vachon Gallery, 4:30
ON-CAMPUS
Student Chamber Music
Concert @ Pigott Audito-
rium, 7:30 p.m.
ON-CAMPUS
SU A Capella Winter
Quarter Concert @ the
Hearth, 6:30 p.m.
YUMM
Pancake Feed @ STCN
160, 9 p.m.
i
WELCOME
QUEENS
8th Annual Seattle
University Drag Show
@ Campion Ballroom,
V 7 p.m.
WEAR GREEN
St. Patrick’sDay, all day,
Irish pride
Connor Cartmill
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle University womens bas-
ketball team capped off their regu-
lar season with a 12 point victory
over Chicago State. It would be the
last game in the Connolly Center
for seniors Sylvia Shephard, Kacie
Sowell, and Ashley Ward who were
honored both before and after the
game. Seattle U improved to a 9-7
conference record.
The Redhawks opened the game
with a 16-5 run by converting turn-
overs into transition baskets. The run
was capped by five quick points from
guard Alexis Montgomery who sank a
three-pointer and then returned with
a lay-up after a steal at the 12:53 mark.
They would never lookback.
The lead bloomed to 16 late in the
first half, but by halftime Chicago
TAYLOR DE LAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
Senior Kacie Sowellpowers past a defender. The women's basketball team defeated
Chicago State 75-63, on Senior Day this Saturday.
SEATTLE U BASKETBALL HONORS SENIOR STARS
SPORTS
State ha trimmed it 43-32. At the start
of second half, Sowell grabbed her
1000th career rebound—making her
only the fourth player in programhis-
tory to accomplish that feat.
{The
energy we brought I
today, we’ve got to
bring it every day and
into the next games.
Sylvia Shephard
Senior Guard
“The energy we brought today...
we’ve got to bring it everyday and into
the next games because those are the
ones that really matter to win a cham-
pionship,” Shephard said.
Both teams tradedbaskets for much
of the second half until the Redhawks
extended the lead to 17, ending the
game with a final score of 70-53.
Montgomery ultimately chipped in
nine points total, while Ward totaled
seven.
“I think we can improve defensively
as far as not allowing as much pene-
tration, but overall I thought it was a
good win,” said head coach Joan Bon-
vicini. “It was nice to finish theregular
season here at home with a win and go
into the conference tournament with
some momentum.”
The senior trio of Shepard, Sowell,
and Ward are also the top three Divi-
sion I scorers in the womens program.
All three also agreed that the best
memory of their careers was winning
the WAC regular season champion-
ship over Idaho last season.
“These three seniors helped change
the culture ofthe program,” said Bon-
vicini. “They’ve worked really hard
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
NICOLE D I | SWIMMER
TAYLOR DE LAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
Q. What's yourfavorite food?
a
#
“I really like Mexican food.
And a restaurant downtown
called Etta’s.”
Q. What do you do in yourfree
time?
A
(
“Other than swimming, sleep-
*
ing, and eating? I really enjoy
reading. Right now my favorite
book is Pride and Prejudice.”
Q.Do you
listen to music to get
* excitedfor meets?
Q* What’s yourfavorite color? “Sometimes; mostofthe time
A*I just talk to my teammates; it
• Right now, turquoise. It helps to talk and relax each other,
changes. It’s more like a seasonal And quote movies.”
thing.”
and have had great improvement over
their careers. They’ve also had great
teammates and staff and the most re-
warding thing as a coach is to watch
them grow.”
“Ashley, Sylvia, and I didn’t know
each otherbefore we got here and now
we’ve grown into friends and room-
mates the past three years. They’re my
support system up here and my sisters
away from home,” said Sowell.
The Redhawks have earned the
number three seed for the Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) tourna-
ment this week. They will take on sixth
seeded Kansas City on March 12, hop-
ing to revenge an overtime loss from
last Thursdayand extend their season.
The editormay be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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U REC SPRING SPORT TOURNAMENT SELECTIONS
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
If you have been simultaneously feel-
ing the desire to both play a sport
recreationally and add a sweet new
T-shirt to your collection, University
Recreations (U Rec) spring calendar
might have something for you.
Intramurals for the winter quarter
wrapped up this weekend and next
quarter offers nine different sports, so
there are plenty to choose from. You
can register for all of these intramurals
on imleagues.com using your Seattle
Universityemail.
“We want people to get out there
and be active,” said assistant director
of U Rec Blake Simpfenderfer. Here
are some of the spring tournaments U
Rec offers to do just that.
KICKBALL
TOURNAMENT
Get a team together of at least eight
people and compete against others in
a fun game
of kickball. The league is
co-ed and the deadline for registration
is April 4 at noon. The tournament
will take place on April 12. You’ll be
sure to get a kick out of it!
PHOTOS COURTESY OF U REC
Co-ed basketball champions Always Hawaii.
20 Sports
7v7 OUTDOOR SOCCER
LEAGUE
This' year, the soccer league has
changed from 11 person teams to sev-
en person teams, which should make
it easier for more teams to assemble.
At least that would be the goal. The
leagues are meant to be co-ed. The
deadline for registration is April 7 at
noon and the games will be played
from April 13 to May 12 on Sundays,
Mondays and Tuesdays.
4v4 FLAG FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT
If you want a play a game of football
that is fast-paced and high-scoring,
this is the tournament for yoq. There
willbe a league for both men and wom-
en, and the registration deadline is
April 18t at noon. The games will take
place on April 25 and 26. Don’t pass up
this opportunity!
OUTDOOR VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT
Come out to Seattle University Park
on May 3 to and get set to have some
fun in the sun (hopefully). This league
will be co-ed and have teams ofat least
six players. The deadline for registra-
tion is April 25 at noon.
BATTLESHIP
TOURNAMENT
This is a relatively new game for Se-
attle U as it was first organized earlier
this quarter.
“It was awesome,” Simpfenderfer
said. “People were begging us to do
it again.”
Teams of four will get their own
canoe and must sink the other battle-
ships by filling them up with water by
using the buckets that have been pro-
vided to them. The league is co-ed and
the deadline for registration is April
25 at noon. The tournament will take
place on May 4. Battleship has picked
up in popularity at colleges every-
where, making quite the splash.
SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT
Last year’s softball tournament fea-
tured a lot of balls getting hit over the
nets of Seattle U Park and into the
street. This year the equipment will be
changed up a bit to make the game a
little safer for passersby. Get your team
of eight ready and register by May 9 at
noon. There will be a men’s league and
a co-ed league. The games will be held
on the weekend ofMay 16 to 18.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF U REC
Students participate in U Rec Battleship.
QUIDDITCH
TOURNAMENT
Get ready muggles, your favorite wiz-
ard sport is at Seattle U! Prepare to
run around Seattle U Park on broom-
sticks. There will be a quaffle thrown
through hoops, bludgers knocking
people off their brooms and a golden
snitch running around waiting to get
caught. The league is co-ed and fea-
tures teams of at least seven people.
You must register by May 20 at noon
and the games will be played from
May 27 to May 29. With enough par-
ticipation, quidditch could potentially
expand to a league in the future.
ULTIMATE FRISBEE
TOURNAMENT
Who doesn’t love ultimate frisbee?
Register your team of at least seven
people in this co-ed league by May 21
at noon. The games will take place on
May 30 and 31. It is a fun game that is
very easy to learn.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
Cano, who signed arguably the most
important contract of the off season
(a 10-year, $240 million contract), is
looking good and the rest of the squad
has been helping to put together win-
ning performances.
“I think the price Seattle paid for
Cano was a bit extreme,” said fresh-
man Maya Normandi. “But they’re
playing well so far this spring. We’ll
see if Cano is worth the money, but if
he helps them win, I’m all for it.”
According to the Seattle Mariners
website, the team is 9-3 in Cactus
League play, the team’s best spring
training start since 1994. Most re-
cently, ace Felix Hernandez made a
strong debut with two scoreless in-
nings thrown against the Los Angeles
Dodgers
Will McQuilkin
StaffWriter
The Seattle Mariners are off to a hot
start this spring, the first in quite a
while.
SEATTLE MARINERS SLIDE INTO SPRING TRAINING
New second baseman Robinson
“I’m not real happy, but I think I
threw pretty good,” said Hernandez,
in an interview with MLB.com. “But
my change up wasn’t working. I threw
it a lot of times and it was garbage.”
Despite the self-criticism, Hernan-
dez looked pretty sharp in his two-
shutout innings. However, he did
allow a double to Yasiel Puig and a
single to Juan Uribe.
Still, the Mariners still aren’t done
prepping for the regular season.
“I’m not going to lie. We need an ex-
tra bat, especially a right-handed bat,”
Cano told CBSSports.com. “We have
many left-handed hitters. We need at
least one more righty. You don’t want
to face a lefty pitcher with a lineup of
seven left-handed hitters.”
This couldn’t be truer. The Mariners
made strides in the off season to bol-
ster their offensive production in the
2014 season, however they are looking
a bit lefty-heavy. In addition to sign-
ing Cano—a left-handed hitter—Seat-
tle also added Corey Hart and Logan
Morrison to their lineup. In combina-
tion with the rest of their lineup, the
Mariners are projected to start at least
six lefties on opening day. Among
them are Cano, Morrison, Kyle Seager,
Dustin Ackley, Michael Saunders and
Brad Miller.
{We
have many left-
handed hitters. We
need at least one more m.
righty.
Robinson Cano
Second Baseman
Cano suggested re-signing slugger
Kendrys Morales. Morales, who if
signed would not cost the Mariners a
draff pick, logged 23 home runs and a
.449 slugging percentage.
While the team is still looking to
sign a free agent or two, both time and
money are running out. Signing Cano
took a sizable chunk of money out
of the front office’s pocket, and other
premier players wound up costing too
much for the Mariners to compete
with other teams. Among the players
who lost to opposing offers were out-
fielder Nelson Cruz and pitcher Ub-
aldo Jimenez. Both Cruz and Jimenez
joined the Baltimore Orioles after
remaining unsigned through most of
the winter.
“If it was up to me, we’d have Santa-
na, Cruz and Ubaldo, too,” Cano told
CBSSports.com. “That’s really more
for the front office.”
It does seem as if Cano has been
taking some liberties in suggesting
moves to the front office. Most of the
time, players avoid this sort of com-
mentary, however the hugely expen-
sive Cano maybe in a unique position
to make such comments to a front of-
fice that, in the opinion of some, has
needed some criticismafter a legacy of
losing seasons.
That doesn’t mean everyone has
welcomed his comments. The New
York Daily News reported, “What is
interesting is Cano’s sudden discovery
Seattle Mariners’ Robinson Cano throws to firstfor the double play afterforcing
Cleveland Indians’ Lonnie Chisenhall (8) in thefourth inning ofa spring training
baseball game, Wednesday, March 5, 2014, in Peoria, Ariz. The Indians’ Matt
Carson was out at first.
that the team he chose to cast his lot
with is not very good... ‘Why is Cano
complaining about the Seattle lineup
now?’ abaseball official asked the oth-
er day. ‘Did he just wake up and realize
he signed with a (crappy) team?”’
{I
think the price
Seattle paid for Cano
was a bit extreme, but
they’re playing well.
Maya Normandi
Seattle UFreshman
Blunt though itmay be, it does speak
to the strangeness of Cano’s com-
ments. He seems to have overlooked
the fact that the team dropped over a
third of its entire payroll just to sign
HHl
him. Seattle is not New York and the
money it takes to put together a qual-
ity team may not exist at this point.
Still, player and team develop-
ment spring training has continued
to come along nicely. The team re-
cently finished beating up on the San
Francisco Giants and the Los An-
geles Dodgers, completing a pair of
split-squad sweeps.
Hopefully, the team can put to-
gether a season over .500, though it
will be difficult given the greatly im-
proved nature of the league. Time will
tell ifKing Felix’s arm and addition of
Cano’s bat will prove to be a winning
combination.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U FINE ARTS IS
JUST FINE
The Seattle UniversityFine ArtsDepartment is not that bad.
Now, I can’t speak for all of the creative majors. But in the past four years
that I have been here at Seattle University, the opportunities for student visual
artists have grown immensely. With the development ofthe Artist- in-Residence
program, the installationof AmandaManitach as curator ofthe Hedreen Gallery,
(not to belittle the wonders that Jessica Powers and Whitney Ford-Terry did in
that space) and the increase of student shows on campus, we are getting there.
It is not a perfect program,but it is getting better year by year.
While it would be great tohave studentwork on campus like Admin or Casey
to replace the replicas ofancient artifacts. Sometimes we take some art on campus
for granted—not everyone gets to eat lunch next to a Chuck Close painting or
read and study next to a wall full of Matisse prints.
It’s hard out there for an artist. You not only haveto try to sell your work now—-
you have to
sell yourself. The fine arts department does a good job of opening
doors and having opportunities to meet workingand established Seattle artists.
Just like Albers has their Career Nights, fine arts has the same thing at any event
at the Hedreen or opening on campus.
Nothing in life is going to be handed to you on a silver platter, and I don’t
think it is the role of Seattle U to hold your hand through the door they just
opened. We are literally feet away fromall things arts in Seattle. Cross the street
any direction on a second Thursday and you are halfway there. I don’t know if
there is a way to teach gumption in a classroom or ambition for the arts, but you
musthave moxie if you want to make it as an artist.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofKellie Cox, Caroline Ferguson, Dallas Goschie, Colleen Fontana, GraceStetson, Collin Overbay, EmilyHedberg Kateri Town, Kelsey Cook, AlyssaBrandt and Bianca Sewake. Signed com-
mentaries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
-Kelsey Cook, Senior Designer
“I think I saw one once scurrying
across the entrance of Campion. But
that’s the only time I can think of.”
Kelli Ho, Senior
WHERE HAVE YOU SEEN RATS ON CAMPUS?
“Where haven’t I seen rats? There are
lots of rats outside of Xavier and out-
side of Camp, and outside of Bell. Oh
and me and my friends were touching
a rat outside of the Murphys.”
Kelvin Mason, Junior
OPINION
THE SPECTATOR
COMMENDS SGSU
It’s hard tobelieve thathomophobia persists even in gay-friendlyCapitol Hill.
Unfortunately, homophobia is still running rampant in our country, and occurs
closer to us than we may have ever imagined.
Following the dismissal of the former vice president of Eastside Catholic
High School after he married his husband, the Seattle University community
has commendably banded together to draw attention to this event and inspire
dialogue on the subject.
This past week, SGSU president Eric Chalmers sent out an open letter to the
communityand the church. The letter speaks on behalf of the student body and
expresses solidarity with those who wish to see Zmudareinstated.
As a part of a largely open and accepting community, The Spectator applauds
SGSU for adding our community’s voice to the conversation. This statement
reinforces the positive Jesuit Catholic values our university champions, and
shows our dedication to the pursuit of justice and the competence to promote it.
It is 2014—it is time to stand up against injustice and introduce ourselves
to a new and diverse world. Without conversation, incidents such as Zmuda’s
dismissal will only continue. Of our 50 United States, only 17 legally allow for
all loving couples to marry. One ofthese 17 states isWashington, which, despite
its legalization, still has its struggles.
We can and should stand up to speak for change and for the promotion of
the common good. To deny someone rights based on whom they love is not and
should notbe viewed as a common good. This week Seattle U has taken a stand,
and The Spectator is proud.
“Exiting Bellarmine, towards the
roundabout late at night, they’ll just
run around.”
Ray Molina, Freshman
“Outside of Bellarmine.”
Clare Riley, Freshman
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
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THE GUIDANCE
Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
QYo
Ijustended a relationship. I was wondering whatyou
9
thinkare the best ways to get over someone. I want to be
friends at some point, but I’m not sure how to relate to
him that way yet.
At Ifyou ended it, you owe it to this person to let him decide
t when you can be friends again. Still, it’s hard regardless of
which side ofthe ending you’re on. Being friends too soon
is only going to make it more difficult for both ofyou to get over each
other. No need to be dramatic (deleting numbers, etc.), but just stay
busy and cook new recipes and keep your room clean and do things
that are good for you. Find a way to always be looking forward to
something. Adopt a forward thinking, progressive-type mindset. Give
this person space, I know you miss them but you broke up with ‘em
for a reason. They’ll either come to you when they’re ready or you
will naturally drift into contact again. You do you.
Q
I don’t have anything to say exceptyou give rational, rea-
sonable, and non-judgmental advice. Keep it up!
Aq Hey thanks! Shoot me a Q if/when something arises to keep me inbusiness!
Ql’m
really insecure about the size ofmy junk; I’m less than average
• and don’t want to be intimate with anyone because of it. I wish size
® didn’t matter, but it does. Advice?
A
First off, everybody has felt inadequate at some point. Second,
• your penis is not what makes you special, so stop watching wack
• porn that makes you feel bad about yourself. But seriously, once
you have charmed someone with your charisma, intellect, humor,
integrity, attitude, and compassion enough to be inyour bed, size should not
be a worry. Also, the chemistry and your other sexual abilities will still be
more important than sheer size. PIV is pretty insignificant in the entirety of
sexuality; you have plenty of ways to get your partner off and a greatbrain to
communicate such desires. And sure, size may be a priority for some people,
but that’s a pretty lame deal breaker. You know what is 120% attractive
though? Loving and working what you got.'
Smell you later,
To submit an anonymous question, hit up guidance-counselor.tumbr.
com or www.seattlespectator.com/category/opinion
by Emily August
Thankyou for yourcontinued coverage of the efforts to unionize adjunct
faculty at Seattle University. This is an important matter regardless of the
outcome of the vote because it highlights the difficulties ofthe faculty
who do not have the protection and benefits available to tenure track
professors.
In 1975,1 was on the faculty at Seton Hill, a Catholic women’s college in
Pennsylvania, when we voted on whetherwe would unionize. The major-
ity voted against collective bargaining. There were many reasons for this
(the vote was reasonably close), but I believe three factors were especially
significant. The facultyhad been losing ground financially because annual
increases were not keeping up with inflation. However, when representa-
tives forming the Faculty Association presented this problem to the Board
of Trustees, the trustees listened very carefully; most importantly, our
salaries were increased significantly when we received our next contracts
even though it was a stretch for the college to do this. Second, our chief
academic officer, Sr. Colette Toler (a truly amazing woman), was more
mindful, in action as well as in words, of the wellbeing of facultythan
even the faculty who represented us on the Faculty Association. Finally,
the Sisters of Charity who ran the college were very discrete in anything
they said about unionization. We assumed that privately they prayed we
would not unionize because it would make their lives more complicated,
but in public they said virtually nothing. Of course this was a long time
ago and our situation here is quite different. Yet theremay still be some
lessons to be taken from this particular incident.
- Steen Hailing, Seattle U Professor ofPsychology
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